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By Tryavnest EnthusiastUpdated on 10/16/2020 at 13:20 Magic Mike' | Warner Bros. Magic Mike | Warner Bros. Pictures Nudes can be quite easy to find on the Internet. But some of us like skin movements to have a great story and enjoy artistry films that are equal parts hot and high-growth. For movies
that are vaguely challenging for the mind and very easy on the eyes - which best benefit from the comfort and privacy of your own home - Netflix is uncovered. These titles control the range of sad-movie-with-super-spicy-scene so we know you're-scrolling through-all-of-this, so sit back, pour yourself a
glass of wine and pour your streaming queue – and don't worry, it's easy to clear the viewing history when you're done. A24AMERICAN HONEY (2016)Writer/director Andrea Arnold lets you sit shot for the travels of a group of young people in American Honey, a seductive drama about the magical group
selling subscriptions and falling in and out of love with each other on the road. Looking through the star's eyes, played by Sasha Lane, life on the Midwest Highway turns out to be ungovernable, filled with a stream of parties and steam in the back of cars and on the road, especially as she begins to
develop feelings for the rebellious Jake Shea LaBeouf. It's an honest look at a group of disenfrancalysed young people who are often rejected, and it's bursting with energy. You'il buy what they sell. Focus FeaturesAnna Karenina (2012)Adapted by renowned playwright Tom Stoppard, this deals with Leo
Tolstoy's classic Russian novel is anything but stuffy, historical drama. Keira Knightley, Jude Law, Aaron Taylor-Johnson, Domell Gleeson and Alicia Vikander were overflowing with passion and desire, warming up the cold backdrop of St Petersburg. But it's director Joe Wright's unique staging - full of
dancing, lush hair, breaking four walls and other theatrical touches - that rediscover the story for a bolder audience. TriStar Pictures Basic Instinct (1992)Is there any movie that has done more for ICE-based weapons? Bad Boys director Paul Supreme told us this ridiculous story of a damaged mobile,
played by real scum, by Michael Douglas, an investigative serial ruler, but Sharon Stone is the real star of this show. Unlike the late slock of high-quality cable trying to steal its non-truth style, this pulp classic has a sense of humor and hickey playfulness to go along with all the nudity, violence and siren
one-liners. Scrub Gems/Sony Pictures releaseSMBulska (2010)Burlesque stars Christina Aguilera vs. Cher, both working in a classy, old-school LA burlesque joint - which is basically all you need to sell this sizzling contemporary musical. But Burlesque is really nimble. The film follows Aguilera's journey
to try to make it big in Hollywood, having its own star-studded moment. she got a gig in The Burlesin of Cher Cher when she decides to sing during her action instead of the traditional lip sync. There are a few romances that play, but they are secondary in an extravagant film of glitzy costumes, seductive
choreography, and a confident sex appeal that revives the passionate art form. NetflixCam (2018)Unlike enemy films or this summer's indie hit Search, this web thriller by director Daniel Golhaber and screenwriter Issa Macei is not locked into the visual limitations of the computer screen. While there's
plenty of online screen time that allows for subtle bits of commentary and satire, the looser style allows filmmakers to really explore the living and working conditions of their protagonist, rising cam girl Alice (Madeleine Brewer). This kind of immersion in cereal details makes the scarier parts - like
unwavering confrontations in the finale between Alice and her evil doppelganger - pop even more. Orchardwood Oil (2018)Alia Shawkat and Miguel Arteta's Duck Oil relies on a simple premise: What if several had sex every hour for 24 hours? Sharkcutt appeared in the comedy as half of the couples who
did non-stop against Laia Costa, as the two women decided to undertake the spontaneous experiment when they decided they had had enough of a millennial acquaintance. Though limited in its main plot, the film's rawness and humanity cannot be constrained by the modest four walls in which it consists.
Warner BrooksMagic Mike (2012) Steven Soderbergh's story of an exotic Tampa dancer with a heart of gold has flipped on its way to Netflix. Aside from sexy dancing, the film, based on star Channing Tatum and his own experience with 8,000 belly, is dumb enough to be subversive. Ginwyn's dance
sequence is really a work of art, but it's all about how hot capitalism isn't, baby. Did we mention that Matthew McConaughey shows up with brazen boys? Lost CityNoviers (2017)Nicholas Hoth and Laia Costa are ridiculously attractive people who seem ridiculously attractive when they get together, which
happens in Nunes. As the title suggests, however, the new era begins to wear off and the couple decides to look for this elusive meaning of... Novelty. That is, strippers, open relationships and lots of fights. Nunes has a paramount Melanian tone that stains the depiction of sex in contemporary, app-dating
that lends content to a story you've probably heard before. Wolfe Release A Perfect Ending (2012)In a trop as old as time, a woman who has never achieved an orgasm before getting up with a girl who shakes the world. This is a major part of Netflix's Steamy section, in case you prefer euphemisms and
never breaks away from its identity as superficial fantasy satisfaction. That's not bad! Focal functionsPrice &amp;quot;Prejudice &amp;quot; Acceptance of Jane Austen's literary novel Austen And to deceive him with a sumptuous long take, director Joe Wright turns this tale of manners into a visceral,
fluorescent portrait of passion and desire. While Matt McFadden doesn't make you forget Colin Firth from the 1995 BBC adaptation, Keira Knightley is a revelation as the hard, uneven Lizzie Bennett. With fun supporting turns by Donald Sutherland, Rosamund Pike and Judi Dench, it's a sumptuous period
of romance that takes you from the sofa to the ballroom of your dreams - without dressing up from a tracksuit. Island PicturesYou should have it (1986)Before checking out Netflix on spike series of the same name, be sure to catch up on where it all started. Nola (Tracy Camilla Jones) juggles three men
during her sexual pinola, and it all works until they find each other. It must be necessary to return some black turns, but every revelation speaks to what true romantic independence is. Mars Distribution /UGC FilmsWimming Pool (2003)When a veteran crime novelist (Charlotte Rampling) has a case of
writer block, she retreats to her estate publisher in southern France in this erotic thriller by French director Francois Ozon (8 Women, Young & Beautiful). Before long, an unwanted guest arrives, a young woman (Ludivine Sagnier) who claims to be her publisher's daughter, as well as the spin of passionate
lovers. The fierce psychological battle between the young and the old unfolds, at first their way of life collides, and then the older of the two begin to yearn for the very indiscriminate shark that makes it a guest by the pool so seductive. It's a summer stay that's hot and seductive, attracting you, while you're
also wrapped up in paranoid games of mind when something in their villa goes wrong. Next Films365 Days (2020)For every arty erotic film, there's a lot of junk that's being broadcast and that trash tends to thrive once it finds a home on Netflix. The Polish film 365 Days is one of those films, becoming
hugely popular with excited people everywhere when it makes its streaming debut. The film is played as 50 Shades of Grey meets beauty and The Beast meets The Room meets soft. In one plot - which is mostly there to get to the sex scenes - finds a Silicon Mobster named Massimo (Michele Morone) as
a young Polish Laura (Anna-Maria Sieklucka) prisoner while she's on vacation and gives her 365 days to fall in love with him. The troubled romance, based on Blanka Lipińska's book series, is very oily, objectively sexist and extremely explicit. But, hey, if you're looking for a sexy bare-bones movie, it's
definitely going to work! Film Girl (2016)Inspired by the writer and director of Elizabeth Woods's own experience, White Girl plays as a high dose of dopamine. The film looks at how far the naïve passions that can be seen through the eyes of a student who gets out of control and starts trading cocaine will
go. From excessive they hook up to the roof hooks, this sexy indie movie shock and awe at the dangerous, youthful habits it explores, all the time, as a critical look at whiteness and privilege. It's hot, but it's going to burn you too. IFC Filmsy Tu Mamá También (2001) Before taking us into space with
Gravity, director Alfonso Cuarón burned screens with this provocative comedy drama about two teenagers (Diego Luna and Gael Garcia Bernal) - with an older woman (Maribel Verdú). As Jules and Jim sink, the film nimblely uses the central love triangle, creating conflicts between the characters as they
move through the complex political and social realities of Mexican life. It's a confident, relaxed film that has the same amount of brains and sex appeal. Watch this with a friend or two. Need to find something to watch? Sign up here for our weekly Streamail newsletter to get streaming recommendations
delivered directly to your inbox. Incoming.
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